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El-bêt yalî mà fîh dàhni mà fîh ràhmi
In a house where one is not ofered to smoke, there is no compassion
Until recently tobacco smoking pipes from Israeli and Palestine sites were often published in 
archaeological reports as single finds. Recently, clay smoking pipes have received more academic 
interest and they are being analyzed in a more systematic fashion (e.g., Avissar 1996: 198–201). 
In a breakthrough research, Baram described the social implications for tobacco and cofee 
consumption in Otoman Palestine (1996, 2000). This brief note seeks to build upon this growing 
body of literature by describing two inscribed clay smoking pipes unearthed in Jerusalem and Ramla, 
respectively. Both smoking pipes were recovered in salvage excavations conducted by the Israel 
Antiquities Authority.1
　　The first inscribed clay tobacco pipe was unearthed in excavations conducted at the Western Wal 
Plaza in the Old City of Jerusalem (Fig. 1). These excavations were directed by John Seligman 
and Amit Rem from the IAA in the late 1990. The pipe unearthed contains an inscription around 
the shank in Arabic. The pipe and other finds from this excavation come from unstratified fils 
dated from the Mamluk to the late Otoman periods. The pipe is made of a very fine grayish ware 
with a slip reddish in color (10YR 3/2–5YR 3/3 dusky red to dark reddish brown). The surface 
is decorated with molded and carved circles and the inscription is around the shank end. The surface 
has been highly polished. There are two possible interpretations of this inscription. One translation 
reads = The touching of the lover, the lip of the heart (luqat al mahbub, shufat al qulub).2 An 
alternative translation is The meeting of the beloved is a remedy for the heart (liqah al-mahbub, shifah 
al-qulub).3 The second moto is wel-known in Arabic and it seems that the leters could be adjusted 
to the meaning, such as the kulub actualy being kalb, which was adjusted for the sake of the rhyme. 
Based on the typology of this form of tobacco pipe, this pipe is tentatively dated to the 17th–18th 
centuries (Avissar 1996: Photos XVI5–8).
　　The second inscribed clay smoking pipe was unearthed at Ramla. The town of Ramla has 
been inhabited without interuption from the Abbasid through the Otoman periods The many 
excavations conducted at this town have unearthed large quantities of material culture and testify 
to the importance of this location. Unfortunately, many of the clay smoking pipes unearthed at Ramla 
come from disturbed contexts since the stratigraphy from the Otoman period was close to the modern 
surface where building activity had taken place in recent years. As a consequence the archaeological 
investigations were mainly focused on the Early Islamic layers. Among the corpus of unpublished 
clay tobacco pipes from Ramla there is one pipe that contains an inscription in Otoman Turkish 
(Fig. 2). The pipe has been unearthed in Ramla during an IAA rescue excavation at the central 
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bus station directed by Hagit Torge in 1997. It was found on a floor. The pipe is made of fine 
gray ware, the surface is slipped reddish and highly polished. The wreath is undecorated and the 
rather long stem bears the inscription between two rouleted lines. Due to the dificulty of reading 
the moto on this pipe stil remains unread. Pipes with lily-shaped bowls dated to the 19th century 
are absent on this excavation and thus a tentative dating to the 18th century is proposed.
　　These two pipes have been chosen to represent a fashion which was so widespread during the 
Otoman period that it can easily be seen as a characteristic of this period. By the middle of the 
17th century pipe smoking was fashionable for men and for women regardless of their age or social 
position. Cofeehouses were built especialy for cofee drinking and pipe smoking. The inscription 
on the pipe suggests that these items were treated as special objects which could have been used 
as souvenirs or gifts for the beloved man or woman. In any case it shows the fashion of a time 
where artists were able to express romanticism on objects which were used for a rather earthly thing 
as smoking…or was the pipe smoking an expression of joy of living?
Your fortune shal not be lost by ordering a pipe So enjoy yourself by smoking
May you enjoy yourself with this souvenir of mine and give me joy by not losing it
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Fig. 1　Pipe from Jerusalem Fig. 2　Pipe with inscription from Ramla
